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Master's- Degree
In Nursing Offered
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· Beginning next fall, UNM will
offer master of science degree in
nursing. The University will be·the
first to do so- in New Mexico's
history.
A grant of •$397 ,067· to be
distributed over a three-year period
has been awarded to the UNM
School or" Nursing by the U.S.
Dept. of· Health, ·-Education and
Wdfare through its Advanced
·
Nurse Training Division.
"This means a· great opportunity
·for New Mexico nurses.'; said Dr.
Carmen Westwick,'' dean of the
···UNM College of Nursing. "No
longer will we have to look out Of
state for graduate-degree nurses,
and no -longer will nurses in New
Mexico be forced to h~ave the state
to obtain a higher degree in nursing."
· The college anticipates accepting
the first students into the program
in the fall of 1978, Westwick said.
There will be lO students accepted
the first year, 1S students the
second year' and then 20 students
accepted each year thereafter as the
program is developed.
First-year. funds
totaling
$105,264 became available as of
. """ ' Sept. 30 .for· Jhe progr,:am. · The
·college 'i(alrea'dy'recruiting·ror a·
director and an additional faculty
member to continue with the upperlevel development. The state .Board
of Educational Finance will be
requested to give final approval to
the program at an early date.
Although most master's degree
programs in nursjrig specialize in
such areas as psychiatric nursing or
medical-surgical nursing, the UNM
program _will be one of the few
"generalist" programs in the
nation. It will concentrate on thr~
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Dr: Clumen Wutwick, dMn
of UNM CoHIIIJ• of Nursing.
areas: administration, teaching and
clinical care. The·· generalist
program will build upon the
existing baccalaureate program.
"We already have had more than
100 inquiries about the program,"
Westwick said, "many from nurses
ouf of state. we· plan to give
reside.nts of New Mexico, however,
. a high priority into the program.
We have been the 'sendor' jn the
past, to states;.outside 'New Mexico.
Now we plan to be the 'receivers' of
this educational opportunity."
She said there are only 12 states
in the· nation which have no
master's degree program in nursing, and five of ttlose states are .in
the West, "so we have not been well
served in this area and are 'excited'
about the oossibilities,'' dean said.
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Rubyfruit:l Author
·Packs ·.CrOwd
rt

J. 8~ SKENANDORE

males. "lets heiu the story of a poor
pioneer woman in New Mexico wJio
A standing-room~only crowd of .worked hard to put food on the
mostly womcm packed the west end table and raise seven children to be
of the New Mexico Union Building . healthy.'' she said.
ballroom Monday night to listen to·' · She was particularly critical of
author Rita Mae Brown. tell her ·nostalgia in art, saying it "reverts
. .
views on sc;?'ual freedom, politic.s. back ·.to the old social order, when
and art •. ·
,
everyone (ex~ept the white male)
An avowed les"bian, Brown said was in his or her place." ·
people Who think that all gay.·· ~rown also criticized . what she
. people ·are. unhappy
are call~d ·~porno-viole_!!ce" in film,
1
. 'soriu:where to the right . Qf ·especially the infamous ''snurr•
Genghis Khan'' intheir views.
!110vies in ·which a. woman is.
Brown, who teaciJes writing at · repor.t:edly killed on screen during,
the Woman Writers Genter· in or after performing sex acts. She
. Cazanovia, N:v., has. written a d~scribed such films as "a reaction
semi-autobiographi¢al novel about. · against manners and class by people
her OW.n positive experience With . sho aon't knoW Who they are, ·SO
growing up · gay, The . novel, they cr~ate an. identity for them·C,.l"/1 S.aatt w••··cmwned
.Rubyjrult Jungle, is . beCQming a _ selves by putting their foot on
· a UNM's 1171 homecoming
" bestseller and is due to be tnade into someone' s nee~." -.
'
FtH l'fllated stol"/, • •
~t movie for release early in 1979,
. Sh~ · said big" _corpor,jltions inshe said..
·
nuen¢e our lives in ways we cannot /HIIIB 6.
• c
Btowri said; people must c(jnlrot. Tbe way to Wil) the right to
· . recognize'the tehitionship bl:!tween personal. freedoms,. she said; is to ...
. . . ·. ....·, . . . .
· .· .
. . get involved in polities' and ar·t, andart ~nd poht_1cs. ~n.d.the. need for to get control of one's own life.
. .com.mumty partiCipation tn·art. Art . "Support your local artistst;' she
bY, ,tts !lature•. tell~; the· truth, she said, i • and tell (the countrY) the
s~·~~ and a~1sts _ have .a ·res~n- storY ofthe southwest."
·
sJbdJty as a counter government·. to
Brown was asked what she
•.
' tell the truth~.
.
,
thought ~bout the. case. of a
Rderting to (ilm and writing, she Washington teacher who was fired
~:$aid ·arr has ~en ·dominated . by . after school officials learned· he is
stories ·-aboua Whit.e, middle-class - · gay. "
LOBO Staff Writer

Bassett
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Engine·ering Faculty Panama: A Nevv Canal.
Gets $5000 Grant
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. ·Carter Lobbies Senators
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Treaty Supports Pushed
W,ASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter tried to
convince· a group of influential
senators Tuesday to support the
Panama Canal treaties, but Senate
GOP leader Howard Baker siad
afterward, "1 don't think anybody
changed his position."
Baker and many of the· others
invited to the White House session
have not taken a firm public stand
on the accords, and they gave no.
indication they were swayed bythe
meeting,
· But Sen. Barry Goldwater, an
·outspoken opponent of the treaties,

• Ray.Ban aJld Photochrorne sun shades
• , Prescription and Non·prescription

• Best prices • fast service

s11id he found Carter's arguments
unpersuasive · and predicted the
· "American people" also will reject
the President's pleas.
"Don't ask me why. It's like the
American f1ag.'' Goldwater said,
"They're wrapQ~d up.in it,"
Senate Democratic leader ~a bert
Byrd, however, said he thinks the
· treaties have gained · in' public
support recently. Byrd, who has not
said whether he supports the pacts,
1\lso said he will travel to Panama
for a firsthand view of the canal
zone when Congress adjourns this
year:
The threaties, which give
Panama control of the canal at the
turn of the ceotury, must be rl!tified
by· two-thirds of the Senate before
they ·take effect, and the administration is lobbying strongly
'
·
for support.
Although details of Tuesday's
meeting were not made public,
Baker said it was the "most frank
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.The Sound Ideas listening rooms
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By tJmted 'PreSfi .lniernational

Israel Okays Renewed Talks
JERUSALEM -" l~rael agreed Tuesday to go to a renewed Middle
East peace conference."at Geneva on the basis of a "wor~ing paper" it
hammered out with the United States.
Prime Minister Menahem Begin, 64, presided over a cabinet session
that reached the decision only a few hours after his release from a Tel ·
Aviv hospital where he spent II days undergoing treatment for a heart
ailment.
·

Amin Boasts Secret Weapon
NAIROBI, Kenya -- Ugandan leader ldi Amin said Tuesday his
country has developed a new weapon that will bring Rhodesian Prime
Minister Ian Smith to Uganda as a prisoner of war.
Kampala rapio quoted Amin as saying th.e weapon was mechanized
and when operated by one man could confront between 1,000 and
2,000 armed men.
Amin offered to send a battalion of men equipped with the new·
weapon to act as a "suicide striking force" in Rhodesia.
The radio quoted Amin as saying he was confident "that with the
striking force in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), S)Tiith and his entire cabinet
would soon appear in Kampala as prisoners of war."
The radio gave no further details about the purported "secret
weapon.''

Congress May "Junk Calls'
·WASHINGTON
Legislation to limit unsolicited commercial
advertising by telephone was proposed Tuesday in the House and
Senate, with backers branding such "junk calls" the "u'ltimate invasion of privacy to millions of Americans.''
Under the measure, telephone companies would hav.e to give their
subscribers at least one chance a year to indicate if they do not want to
get such calls. Any firms using telephone advertising then would be.
required to get a list of those subscribers and delete the numbers from
calllists.
•
·
·
Violators would face a maximum penalty of a $1,000 fine and 30
days in prison for each illegal call. Sponsors of the bill said "noncommercial callers" such as char.ities and poll-takers would not be
restricted.
.

Bakke's Admission Fight
Reaches Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (UP!) -- Allen dis•;rimination" against white.<; is
Bakke, the 37-year old engineer keeping him out of medical school,
who
claims
''reverse reaches the crucial point today in
his legal fight to enter the
University of California.
CAESAR'S
The nine justices of the U.S.
Supreme Court have set aside an
hour and 45 minutes to hear his
OPENING SOON!
case argued.
After being deluged with 50 or
home of the Italian
style hot dog
more briefs, the justices doubtless
4701Menaul NE
have firmly in mirid what they want
to ask lawyers for Bakke and the
university, which is fighting to keep
its special admjssions program for
the disadvantaged.
U.S. ·solicitor General Wade
McCree also must expect some
sharp queries about the Carter
administration's stand on consideration of race in determining
who gets into professional schools.
Attorneys equipped with a
smooth typewritten statement often
end with it in shreds as they attermpt to satisfy legal points that
bother one or more members of the
court.
Numerous civi! rights, labor and
other groups with an interest in
affirmative action p·rograms for
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and candid;; session ·he has attended at the White House and he
said Carter "knows the treaty is in
trouble."
·
,
,
·
Despite the President's effort, he
said, "I don't think anybody
changed his position."
Those invited to the meeting
besides the Senate leaders included
influential committee chairmen and
others who might be !lble to sway
votes, They were:
Sens. Clifford Case, Rp-N,J .; ;
Frank Church, D-Idaho; Alan
Cranston,
D-Ca!if;;' James
Eastland, D-Miss;· Daniel Inouye,
D-Hawaii; Henry Jackson, DWash.; Sail\ Nunn, D-Ga.; John
Sparkinal), D-Ala.; Jo~n Stennis,
D-Miss,. and Ted Stevens, .RAlaska.
··
Goldwater said Carter tried "to
offer a clarification" on the
treaties, but he said, "Before l will
accept the treaty.:. it will have 'to
have some rather large changes. ••
Both the senate Foreign
. Relations Committee and the
House International Relations
Committee are holding hearings on
the treaties and the House International Relations Committee are
holding hearings on the treaties this
week.
In the House Committee
Tuesday, the American widow of a
Panamanian who committed
suicide testified against the accords
on grounds .Panama ·is run by a
brutal and repressive government.
Mrs. Rose Marie Aragon said her
· husband, Leopolda, was imprisioned · and tortured by
Panamanian authorities before
being exiled to Sweden, where he
committed suicide last month.
Mrs. Aragon· also presented the
committee with documents on
humans rights violations in
Panama, including the alleged
torture of at least J 51 persons.
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Blacks have asked for a chance to
speak, but all have been turned
down.
As the final hour approached,.
interested onlookers continued to
speak out while Bakke himself said
little.
"I prefer to stay out of it in a
personal sense," the . Vietnam
verteran told reporters. "I'm not
participating in the publicity aspect
of it. I prefer to let the case stand
on its own merits and let the
discussion proceed."
.
On the other hand Merntt
Weisinger, attorney for a White
registrant who won her way into the
university medical school at Davis
on the strength of Bakke's state
court victory, called on Justice
Thurgood Marshall to disqualify
himself from the case.
That. decision· will be strictly up
to Marshall, a Black who has chief
coUnsel for the NAACP during
racial litigation of the 1960's,
The congressional Black caucus
released the brief it filed in the case,
which says in part:
"Any vacillation or hesitation by
this court in reaffirming the fun·
dam ental principles at stake in this
case may Well sound the death knell
of the progress made since this
court's (1954 school desegregation)
decision in Brown versus Board of
Education.''
The U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights said it .will "crusade" for
affirmative action programs.
Chairman Arthur Flernming told a
news conference, "We think it is
unfortunate for affirmative action
to be slowed down by the sematic
discussion over quotas, timetables
.and numbers."
·
Bakke probably is iri for a
considerable wait before the court
puts its written opinion.

.I

WASHINGTON
(UPI)
,, Question: Where would engineering
A $5,000 grant has been. awarded to the UNM College of.
experts dig a sea level canal if the
Engineering by the Halliburton Education Foundation for engineering
United States ever decided to build
faculty support for the J977-78 academic year.
another Atlantic-Pacific waterway?
The check was presented to Engineering Dean William Gross by
Answer: In Panama, ru'nning as
Leo Herlacher of Halliburton Services, Duncan, Okla. Halliburton
close as five miles to the present
Services is an operating unit of the Halliburton Co., a D•;llas-based
c:mal whose future is causing so
international oil field services and construction organization.
many diplomatic and political
headaches.
The grant will be used, in part, to support engineering faculty travel
to various seminars and to pay for registration fees.
The Panama Canal, which slices
through mountains and requires

.ocks to raise and lower ships, was
completed by the Americans. in
1914 and is already becoming
obsolescent.

Under the new treaties-- which
would turn the canal over to
Panama on Dec. 31, 1999, but

•

which still require Senate <tpproval - both countries have the option
until the year 2,000 to build another
"sea level'' canal in Panama: one
that would not require locks and
coulcl accommodate the largest
tankers. and aircraft carriers now
afloat or envisioned.

.•

On Cross-Atlantic Trek

Colorado Balloon.ists Up
CAMP
SPRINGS,
Md. 1,000 feet' to reach winds that
(UPl)-Two Colorado men trying would keep them moving · east·
to become the first ballonists to .south.east.
Mrs.
Reinhard
said that instead
make the 3,000-mile trip to Europe
of
the
traditional
sandbag ballast,
across the. Atlantic were reported
the
balloonists
were
experimenting
reported 175 miles south of
. with 4" X 4" aluminum tubes,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Tuesday .
Washington meteorologist Bob sealed at one end, and attached to
Bundgard said the Nimbus satellite lines. The tubes,· which each hoiQ
tracked the silver-and-black helium· about five gallons of sea water, are
balloon "Eagle" at 42.03 longitude lowered into the water and then
pulled up· and attached to the
and 63.511atitude.
"They're heading south very gondola to control the altitude of
slowly. It's pretty calm up there the balloon.
The trip began Monday night
and the sea is calm, too," said J can
when
the two men, surrounded by
Reinhard, wife of. the pilot, Dewey
family
and friends, lifted off in Bar
Reinhard, 47.
Harbor,
Me., after waiting several
Co-Pilot is Steve Stephenson, 44.
hours
for
winds to subside.
Both are from Colorado Springs.
"We were thrilled and elated,"
Mrs. Reinhard said Pan American
Airlines relayed a message advising Mrs. Reinhard said. "It was the
the balloonists to. drop a sea anchor prettiest sight you've ever seen."
She said she was not worried
T11eaday night and increase altitude
Wednesday to catch the easterly about her husband's safety and did
not try to dissuade him.
winds.
"I'm concerned for his well"A sea anchor is a cloth conbeing,
of course, but they stand a
traption that you drag behing you
very
good
chance of making it.
in the water," she said.
They
have
all
kinds of radios and
, The men flew at 250 feet in the
·communications
.aboard. They are
!W'si:hoiirs o"fineir frlp but about 90·
in
communication
with the airlines
miles southeast of Nova Scotia they
and
have
a
marine
radio.
If thev got
dropped sea water ballast to rise to

into trouble, it would be easy to
find them," she8aid,
Asked if she wanted to accompany the pair, she said. "Oh,
no. I'd get' cabin fever if I were
confined to a tiny balloon for
nearly a week.''
The men plan to be aloft for five
days and land near Ireland.
There have been 14 unsuccessful
attempts to cross the Atlantic by
balloon since 1873. Five men have
died trying to make the.trip.
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FRIDAY,

October 14
That's the day when representatives from the Convair division of
General Dynamics will be conducting on-campus interviews
with graduating engineers.
If you're interested in a career
with General Dynamics, please
contact your placement office for
an interview appointment..

3Jf2cea
4csameday
No Minimum

GENERAL DYNAMICS

KINKO'S

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

College of Nursing
Tours on Saturday·
Tours of the UNM College of Nursing and talks by the college's dean
will be featured Saturday Oct 15, during an alumni open house at the
college.
The tours will be offered between lO a.m. and 12 noon. Dean Carmen
Westwick will speak at 10:30 and II :30 a.m. in the auditorium of the
builcling.
Simultaneous discussion groups will be underway during the morning on
continuing education, curriculum, and the baccalaureate program for
registered nurses.
There also will be a reorganization meeting of the UNM College of
Nurshing Alumni Association during the noon hour.
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UNM Cops Qut
We were extremaly disgusted and disappointed to see UNM cower
down to the wishes of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce in the
chambe;'s rece~t pr?posal for a community college in Albuquerque.
UNM. Will have little mput to the project according to the proposal and
we feel a community college separated from UNM would be a grave
mistake.
·
· University officials told a Chamber of Commerce subcommittee
meeting Monday that U NM will go along with any plan that has the
public'.s approval: The community college plan drawn up by the subcommittee drastically reduced the Univeristy's role in governing the
new college. While talk at one time had the community college under
t~e control of UNM, the new plan says UNM will have only one member
on the initial board and none after three years.
THIS WHOLE PROBLEM started when the Chamber decided to stick
it~ .big nose into t~e matter by convincing Gov. Jerry Apodaca that the
c1t1zen~ of Bernalillo County did not want.a co~munity college under
the gUidance of UNM. At one point, Apodaca had considered the
community college as a branch of UNM, butthe hairbrained scheme of
the Chamber changed all that. We still don't know where the chamber
·got its idea from.
. S!n~e then, UNM's hand in the project has been consistently
d1m1n1shed.
·
. We feel it is ridiculous to have a community college without strong
ties to UN~. After all, where are most of the community college
students gomg. to go after they get out of the community college?
Albuquerque H1gh? Hell, no. They will be coming to UNM and if UNM
had a big voice in the community college credits wo~ld be easily
transferrable to the big school.
' •
UNDER'TH)S NEW PLAN who knows what is going to happen to
students who leave the small school?
Certai~ly without the support. of Bernalillo County's citizens, the
comm~nlty college idea will fail in the N.M. Legislature next year. And
even With the support of the c_ounty, passage of the college is doubtful
at best.
So why is UNM ~epping out? The University should have stuck to its
gu?s a~d n~t have ?een so easily 1ntimidated by the Chamber. The
Umvers1ty will argue 1t. was trying .to comprimise to get wide support for
the college, but we have to wonder what kind of college it might now
turn out to be.
When Pa~l Silverman left the University last month, he said that
UNM ha~ st1ll not ~!early established its goals. We can see a separate
co~mumty college 111 Albuquerque encountering the sa111e proplem.
Its better not to have any community college at all· than to have one
separated from UNM.
·

Serious Business
The ~SUNM Senate can take it upon itself tonight to become more
responsive to st~dents a~d ~he senate itself. We'll be watching closely.
Sens: Tom F1sher, M1m1 Swanson and Phil Hernandez have done
s_ome fme vyo;k on lhree bills to be introdUced tonight that would
tighten restnctlons on our beloved senators.
~HE. FIRST OF these measures would prevent senators from
reg1stermg for classes ~cheduled to conflict with the time of the 7 p m
weekly meet!ng of th7 senate on Wednesdays. The second prop~sai
would establish .a vot1ng and attendance record for the senate, and
more. clearly def!ne a~d .toughen the definition of attendance at those
meetings. The fmal b1ll 1s a censure act that would effectively silence
sena~ors with grossly poor attendance records at senate or committee
meetmgs.
·
The lack of effectiveness in this year's senate has brought about th
· need for ~hese bills. Walk-?uts, poor attendance records and politica~
maneuvenng have effectively weakened the power of student
government..At least one s~nator has a class scheduled during the time
of .t~e meetings. Another senator walked out of one meeting for
pohucal reas~ns leaving the senate one member short of quorum. At
another meetmg, there weren't enough senators to establish quorum.
What a mess.
·
THE BILL~ TO B~ introduced tonight would not make this year's
senate effective. But 1t would make it tougher to get into future senates
and Would make ~andidates think twice before running for the senate.
P~.rhaps there jUst a few bad apples in this year's senate who are
~polling the whole bunch, but if the measures introduced tonight were
1n effec! last year, those bad apples probably wouldn't be in the the
senate nght now.
·
If the senate ·ever wants the student body to take it seriously. it
should make some steps toward that tonight, With the adoption' of
these me.~s~res. It would show that some poeple in the senate want to
be taken senously,
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Thanks
lor Pot
Article
Editor:
This is just a short note to thank
Mr. Paul Scherr for his informative
article in the October LOBO. Like
Mr.Kaplan, I agree that the penalty
for possession of marijuana should
be reduced. It makes· very little
sense for anyone. to wind up with
criminal arrest record for smoking
something that most people agree
is less harmful than alcohol.
George Coston
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ASUNM Viewpoint

What Direction
by Sen. Mimi Swanson
Ar~ we .all headed in the same direction? Is the ASUNM Senate
workmg. With the stud~nts, and the administration as a team? Are we

truly bemg educated 1n our chosen field? Or are we" here to take a
chance at grabbing the brass ring? ,Why can't all of UNM pursue a
common goal-the best education that tuition can provide!
· Imagine if all the student organizations focused their attention and
energy on a common cause; for example, seeing that college departments had an adequate number of teaching assistants available for
ea~ .class; more time and attention paid to each student, not just
lettmg them grope their way through a course. They shouldn't have to
pa~ for a tutor, they should be provided in the form of a teaching
assistant. That is part of what tuition used to cover.
If that d~esn't strike your fancy, maybe this will. Let's have a
co~~rehens1ve st~dy on how. we can use the available work-study
pos1t1on.s to prov1de on the job· training for students. Why not
re?rgan1ze the work-study d~pt. so we have art students doing creative
th1~gs ~or campus org.anizat•ons, engineers doing their thing, business
majors 1n the accountmg dept. and it goes on and on. But whatever a
studen!'s major, let's try to relate his means of supoport to his
educat!on. Perhaps some day we can all have an "educated"
education.
;, '·won't .b~;e you any .longer;· but in parting let me say that the old
la1ssez fa1re syndrome 1s presently at work and it is time for all of us to
band ~ogethe~ and v:rork for the common goal of a high quality
education. Lets not dnft apart!

Y&5.81JTAI'TtR.7llX£5, 7HJrT

Rli/l.U.Y NAS NOT NEARLY
AS MIJOI AS IT 50/JNOS,

PAI<TICIJ/ARLY IN REGAR/:Js
70 HeR CHIWREN! J

['EDITOR'S NOTE: The. writer o_f the letter about ASUNM in Tuesday's
L 080 was Sen. Tom F1sher. Hts name was inadvertently left off.]

Pandora's Box·
Editor:
In his letter of Oct. 6, David Hysom correctly points out that the issue
of abortion centers on "the question of whether a fetus is or is not a
human being." However he sets a dangerous precede~t when he
) m. aintains that, in view. o.f the difficulty we have settling this questiofl,
we .mus! resort to a d1fferent standard of judgment, namely, that of
soc•ologlcal good-...because all the sociological go6d in the world
. ~oesn't)us~ify the termination of innocent life. If the question of when
life begins 1s mde~d the central one in the abortion issue, it is make no
less. central ~Y bemg a thorny question. Furthermore, by tacitly condon~ng abort•on on the strength of its benefit to the lower classes
particularly, has not Mr. Hysom in fact decided the question?
But the st?ke~ are mu~h higher than we might at first suspect.
Someone re.vi8Wing th~ plight o; the aged in nursing homes, of whom
~any a~e ~nppled, ~e.mle and m1s~rable, may question whether sucb a
~1sma! l1fe IS worth l~v•.ng, Using ~r. Hysom's reasoning, we might say:
T~at s truly a d1ff1cult question; let's decide on the basis of
SOCiological good." But sociological good is a harsh measuring-stick il1
the matter, because the. cost to society of supporting an increasing
num~er of non-contributing elderly people is immense. Is genocide the
solution? I fear that our cavalier attitude about abortion paves the way
for such a suggestion in the future.
If, as in _the abortion issue, we make the humanness of the fetus a
secondary 1ssue, we unleash in our society a pandora's box from which
we Will never recover.
Edward Berman

by Garry Trudeau
17''5
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UN!"''s fall ~emester is now in full swing and once again La Posada is
up to 1ts old tncks.
The din~ng ·hall. for dorm students was a. little ahead of schedule this
semester m sta:tlng to serve a steady flow of extremely poor quality
food. Customanly, the food quality doesn't take a nose-dive until after
refund.s are no longer gillen to students who canoe'! housing contracts.
But th1s semester, La Posada didn't wait.
ANOTHER FAMILIAR La-Po practice retu(ned this semester: not
always ~aving enough food.·"Sorry, we ran out," says the girl behind
the servmg l!ne. But student~ don't want the girl to be sorry, they just
want tQ rece1ve what they're entitled to.
The last student through the serving line pays just as much money as
the first one through (Housing Collections will see to that) and has the
rJght. to.receive the same amount of fooa. Anything Jes; amounts to
stealmg money from students.
The University is always quick to send out bills. but you don't see the
people at the dining hall stumbling over themselves to refund money
when they don't deliver what students paid for.
The only thing that keeps La Posada going is that new crop of un'
suspecting students who arrive each fall. It isn't long before La
Posada's service creates a massive exodus of students in search of off-·
campus housing. Some of the relatively' few poor souls who.remain for
one reason or another, must either have desensitized taste buds or castiron stomachs.
REMEMBER THE food survey distributed among dorm students last
year? Some students may have actually believed 'the food would improve, but they're still waiting. Instead, La Posada prefers to conce~trate on such ~ye-wash projects as showing cartoons on a wrinkly
White sheet, putting flower necklaces and gra$S skirts on dining hall
workers during a recent "Hawaiian Luau," and erecting a barrier that
forces students to wait outside during bad weather.
But don't bother to look to the administration for help. When it
comes to looking out for the interests of the student body President
William E. "Bud" Davis and Co. have a miserable track record.
During last year's HEW controversy, Davis didn't bother to consider
the possible fate of thousands of financial-aid students until he received
a well-aimed blast on the editorial page of the LOBO (not written by the
paper's editorial staff), Up until that time, he only listened to a small
group of whining, whimpering faculty members who probably have the
words "I HAVE TENURE" embrbroidered on their pajamas.
BUT THE WORD about the administration's insensitivity to student
problems travels. far beyond the University's immediate domain. It's no
wonder that the idea of having UNM control a proposed community
college meets with strong opposition. (Because of opposition, the
administration no longer considers· establishment oi a community
college a top priority.}
Up in Santa Fe, the story on the UNM administration also seems to
have circulated. It could be one of the reasons the state legislature
doesn't give UNM officials a blank check and all they have to do is fill in
the amount, as the administration would like. Of course, rather than
look for fault from within, it's easier, and less damaging to the ego, to
propagate ~he worn-out story t~at the legislature is simply anti-UNM.
!Jniversitv officl~ls are mistaken in automatically' assuming that ,
UNM's image problem with the community is toally undeserved. After
all, if you kick someone in the teeth, you can't very well expect that
person to drop rose petals in front of you as you walk down the street.
Yet the administration is quite fond of projecting itself as being clean as
a hound's tooth, whiter than white, and what was the latest one? 0,
yes-that the University is reasonably healthy."
.
The reason student needs are often neglected is that Davis, in his
special position, is relatively unsupervised. No one really keeps a close
eye on him to see what he's doing, or perhaps more important, what
he's not doing. The people Davis is in daily contact with -well aware of
the established pecking order-can't realistically be expected to do
much beyond stroking his ego and telling him l;low good of a job he's
doing.
For those reasons, it is up to the students to periodically remind Davis
of his responsibilities. They should not hesitate to apply pressure when
he'slacks off. The writer of a recent letter to the editor should be praised
for challenging the administration's "reasonably healthy" statement.
Also, Susan Williams and other members of the University Staff
Administration (USA) deserve much credit for calling attention to the ·
unfair wages the University pay some of its employees.
STUDENTS HAVE to start holding Davis accountable for the day to
day operations of the University. He receives a very good salary (paid
by you and mel and a generous amount of fringe bennies thrown in on
the side; so there is nothing unreasonable in stud~nts demanding that
Davis start working for them. He can delegate authority, but not
respon- sibilitv.
Sure, La-Po may be able to throw together a half-way edible meal on
occasion, but that doesn't mean Davis should stop going there if he
gets lucky a couple of times.
Back in 1972r Davis took time off from his job as president of Idaho
State University to run for the' U.S. Senate. He lost in the general
election by 20,000 votes, less than the total number of students. attending UNM.
If Davis still has political aspirations, he should stop to consider the
possible benefits of looking out for the the interests of a large number
of voting-age students. Although he shouliJ be doing that anyway, this
morsel of food· for ·thought may be a greater incentive for Davis to be
responsive to student need.
Of cour$e if Davis no longer has any interest in holding public office- v no pare'ce que tiene-students will just have to continue·
reaching for the Alka-Seltzer.

I.OOk, JXJ YaJ HAVe
ANY 1013.4 HotiJ MIJCH

/s Fetus a Human Being?
, Re: Oct. 6Jetter on abortion.
Herbert Ratner, former Director of
The writer poses the question Public Health, Oakland, Ill., and
" ... whether the fetus is or is not a Editor of Child <1nd F<1mily Quf1rhuman being•"
terly.
I respectfully submit the
Or consider the testimony of
following answers:
Malcom Watt M.D.,. the pro''It is now an unquestionable abortion editor of Californi<1
certainty that .a human being comes Medicine, ''The very semantic
into existence precisely ·at the gymnastics which are required to
moment when the sperm combines rationa.lize abortion as anything but
with the egg." So states Dr, taking a human life would be
ludicrous if they were not often put
forth under socially impeccable

Praises
Coverage

auspices."
Before Planned Parenthood
changed its mind on abortion, an
official 1963 pamph'letread, " ... an
abortion kills the life of a baby after
it has begun. It is dangerous to your

Editor:
RSA warits you to know how ·
coverage
received lastthe
weekfine
for much wewe appreciate
both our organization and our
meeting. Thanks to the LOBO, we
had such a large· gathering
Saturckly evening that we were
unable to contain the crows in the
SUB.
Consequently, we adjourned to
the privacy of President bavis'
cornfield Where we had our First
Annual Wine Making Festival. It
was a happy event since we found
that our varicose veins were barely
visible when the rich purple grape
juice splashed up from our bare feet
to our weathered legs. We wish to
extend an invitation to the entire
LOBO staff to be honored guests at
our First Annual Wine Tasting Party
which will' be held off campus in
three or four days at which time the
product will be properly aged.
The rest of the student body who
are over 21 will be able to locate our
old wives' remedy on the shelves of
its favority store under the
Chateau. Neuf deMon & Pop label.
Robert Sholtuck

TO PRa'Ar<E A 1<1/J
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and
students.

Open 9:00 til ?
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Dr. Bradley M. Patten in•his basic $?
medical text, Human Embrologv
notes, "The union of the male ~
sperm and female ovum initiaties .!"
the life of a new individual."
If the writer of the abortion letter
had been aborted after fertilization
there would have been no letter,

g.

Tom Glennon
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Homecoming
Save 13.00 with your

10% Student Discount

"BREATHTAKJNG. A SPECIAL FILM."

-Jaffrey Lyons,
WCBSAadlo

"REMARKABLE AND MEMORABLE."
-Judith Crist, Saturday ,Review

"A QUITE PERFECT FILM."
-ArcherWJnsten, N.Y. Post

~
IN

COLOR
.1-<l:><OT

Showtimes:
Weekdays 7:45, 9:30
Weekends 12:45, 2:30,
4:15, 6:00, 7:45 9:30

THIS MOVIE IS TOTALLY
OUT OF CONTROL

,;

]NOW SHOWING!j

AND

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER
Foreign Film of The Year

3013 CENTRAL N.E.
265·4750

IStarts FRIDAY I

RJ RESTRICTED<®»

UNM
alumni

i::

The New York Academy of ~
Medicine publication had an entire
article about the kind of things that a
relate to the saving of the baby in ;
'<;
utero. The article conclupes, "The r
fetus may be the littlest patient, but ,g.
he·she is by no means the least."
SO
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Creative
Hairwork
for

rr aJS/.5 THese Mrs

life and health ... ''

Showtimes:
Weekdays· 7:30, 9:20
.
Weekends· 2:00, 3:50, 5:40, 7:30, 9:20
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State's Economy
Reported 'Busy'
There was good news on New Mexico's economic front during the first
half of 1977, the UNM Bureau of Business and Economic Research
reports.
"' "New Mexico's economy operated at the busiest level on record in some
important sectors and at near·record pace in other indicators," writes
Robert A. Barnes in the bureau's monthly journal, New Mexico Business.
Tbe August issue of New Mexico Business also contains an analysis of
the impact of federal funds on the state budget.
Construction and employment' were at record levels during the first six
months of 1977, Barnes reports. Total employment averaged 433,700
persons during that period, up to 4.6 per cent rom last year.
Unemployment averaged 41,000, a 6.6 per cent drop.
The article includes tables of economic indicators including the con·
sumer price index, banking data and employment data.
"Federal funds "are perhaps the single most influential factor con·
tributing to the .financial success or failure of state and local political
subdivisions," writes Alvin Baca, assistant to the chairman of the
Governor's Council of Economic Advisors.
.Fifty per cent of the $338,069,000 budgeted for general state government
operations, excluding education, this year is from federal sources.
The federal fund portion also was 50 per cent in the 1976·77 fiscal year,
Baca adds .. It was 54 pr cent in 1975·76 and has dropped from 64 per cent
inl!968·69.
"The federal portion for general operations has increased by $75.9
million or 80.3 per cent during the decade," Baca says, "while the state's
net expenditures have gone up $114.9 million or 217.9 per cent."
Noting the difficulty of compiling figures on total federal spending in
New Mexico, Baca says "It is exceptionally difficult at present to assess the
good or bad effect of federal funds on the state." He praises the recent
establishment of a management analysis division in the state of Finance
and Administration' to oversee use of federal money.

Bassett Reigns as Queen

~""

ArBU'Q [f[)CJLN)Qi

Voters Elect Beauty
C~eryl

Bassett, a 19·year old
junior, was crowned UNM's 1977
Homecoming Queen last night.
before an audience of more than
persons in Keller I-I all.
A therapeutic major who shows
horses in her spare time, Bassett
will preside over ,the weeks
homecoming activities. They will
culminate Saturday 'with the
traditional tamale fiesta, the Lobo·
Wichita State football game and
post game festivities.
Runners·up were Susan Vigil and
Theresa Janis: The three were top
vote getters among J.J candidates in
last week's student election.
• Basset is a· graduate of Valley
High School, has been a member of
the UNM Marching Band and was a
Chaparral last year.
She said her hobbies include
training and showing registered
quarter horses, music, dancing and
gymnastics.
Runner·up Susan Vigil is a
member of the UNM women's
track team. She is a 20.year.old
junior majoring in communicative
disorders and. is working as a tutor
for hea,.ring impaired junior high

school students.
Theresa Janis, also a runner·IJP,
is a juinior majoring in in·
terpersonal communication. Her
hobbies include gymnastics,
quilting, sewing and modeling.

(f)[f(})~<l)[f<l)[f~~[f[kl

This year's homecoming queen is
elibible to compete against other
queens from New Mexico schools
for a chance to represent New
Mexico in the Orange Bowl in New
Year's Day.

Keller Hall Perfotmance Hits Low Tide

N.Y. Library Bombed
On FifthAvenue Side
NEW YORK (UPI) •• A bomb exploded Tuesday on the crowded steps
of the famous New York Public Library building on Fifth Avenue, causing
minor damage but injuring no one.
The explosion occured shortly before 4 p.m., hours after a dynamite
bomb wa.> dismantled outside the General Motors Building and a letter
believed written by the Puerto Rican terrorist group Fain was found.
The letter believed to be written by the terrorist group was found taped
to the inside of a west side Manhattan phone booth, but police so far have
been unable to link the explosion or the dynamite device to the group.
"We the members of the Fain are today engaged in a war of nerves," the
letter said in part. "This war is being conducted against Yanki·imperialism
and all of its different forms.
.
"Today's political military action shows the united dicipline strength of
our organization in fighting Yanki·imperialism."
According to Eugene Scott, a battalion chief for the fire Dept., the
bomb exploded on the steps on the Fifth Avenue side ·of the library,
chipping part of a fountain near a statue of a nude woman on a horse ..

In Another World

there at the show) and other
By GEORGE GESNER
The Solei! Laser Music Spectacle assorted sounds including a jet
came to town leaving the crowd airplane.
The disappointing factor was
bedazzled, yet disappointed.
The laser·music show, although that the show was only 45 minutes
in its infant stage, filled Popejoy long. Unbearable for a crowd
Hall with a three·color array of conditioned to concert·length
It was also
laser designs, two·dimensional on performances.
the front and back wall and three· disappointing that the creators of
dimensional in the space above the the show didn't make full use of all
the techniques they had in their
crowd.
show. Levenberg said they didn't
With the synthesized sounds of use their argon lights which would
guitar and voice channelled through have produced a star·like effect
the speakers at a jet·loud level the above the crowd. The three lasers
audience was spellbound as if in seemed to be limited to what they
another world.
could do, by way of color and
The music consisted of pieces of special·effects.
Tomita (from the Firebird Suite),
We can hope that next time (and
Boston (''Long Time"), Gary there will be a next time) the show
Leven berg & Bruce Rogers will bring more sophistication and
(creators of the show; Gary was special effects as it matures in time.

150 M.P~G.
Motobecanes
see them at
the SUB
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realize that the viola simply cannot a'
do justice to this master's calling 9
(c011t. on p~ge 8)
0

By MARlEL MANZUELLOS
The "Keller Hall Series" con·
tinued with a rather baffling event
last Sunday, Oct, 9. Billed as a
:'joint" recital, Herbert Levinson
(viola) and George. Robert (piano)
each played a supporting role in a
concert as fantastic as the riddle of
the "Concertina" by John Donald
Rob b.
The first number on the program
was a Sonata in Eb Major by
Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778·
1837). The opening movement set
the tone for the entire sonata. An
endless stream of notes going from
here to there, One does realize that
the solo literature for the viola is
practically nil, and Mr. Levinson
did apologize by' saying that the
viola part was, more or less, a viola
obligato element. But I still think
that by taking every repeat thus
enlarging the piece three times its
normal size was nothing more than
loose thinking.
Franz Schubert (1797·1828), as
far as l know, wrote absolutely
nothing for viola and piano. It
came as a pang, therefore, to read
that the next item on the program
was Schubert's Sonata for
Arpeggione. The "Arpeggione" (as
it was explained by Mr. Levinson)
was some wild instrument of the
period which was noted for its
ability to play aprpeggios. In this
transcription there were about two
paSsages of arpeggios, a lot of
beautiful music and, unforutnately,
none of it faithful to the viola
and/or the aprpeggione.
The first half of the program
came to its conclusion with the
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(two eggs, homefries & toast from
our own handkneaded bread)
7:30·2:30 wkdays • 8:30·2:30 wkends
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OQly a few can

make it to the top.

'.

Becomrng a Marine officer is no small task. It demands
some of the most rugged physical trainrng th the world
Plus academic proficiency. Military skllls. And the
unique ability to lead. Only a very few can qualifY for
Manne officer tra1mng. Even fewer can
make it The demands are great. but so are
the rewards Its an exciting, fulfilling
career w1th good pay and benellfs. Want f~~~~~
to get to the top?
Talk with the USMC Officer Selection Team
at the SUB, October 12 & 13, or call
766·2816 for details.

By ROU,JNG STONE
Gene Simmons of K1ss lost about two inches of hair and scorched the
The
The Proud. The Marines.
right side of his neck during his fire· breathing segment at a recent per-~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~::;::;::;::;;=;~~;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~=======~
formance in Los Angeles. "I deserved it," says Simmons in the current
Roffir1g Stone. "I became a little careless. That's burn number seven for
me. The point is that you can never, ever, let on that you hurt. The
audience reacts to us based on strength, so if you let on that you are weak,
they descend like vultures."

Few.

----------~------~

The newspaper of the Young Communist League in the Soviet Union .has
brought its Marxist wrath to bear on punk rock. ''The music and lyrics of
punk rock provoke among the young fits of aimless rage, vandalism and
the urge to destroy everything they gel in their hands. No matter how
carefully they try to clean it up, it will remain the most reactionary offspring of the bourgeois mass culture."
Jimmy McCulloch, Wings' lead guitarist for four years, is leaving to join
the reunited Small races, reports the current ~oiling Stone. "l enjoyed
playing with Wings and I learned a lot from Paul McCartney," said
McCulloch, "but !thought it was time for a change." Said McCartney of
McCulloch's departure: "It's a pity he's leaving: But problems have been
building up for quite a while now, and so the rest of us are happy to carry
on without him."
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Rubyftuit Jungle Scaled

"O.K. Bobby, this is a multiple choice
test. Give me just one answer."
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"Yer, Miss Fernwood."
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. "Up or down?"

0

0

confuses everyone by lusting after
the female lead .
The scale is not quite right.
There's something larger than life,
By AMIE BUCHMAN
almost mythical about Molly's
As Molly Bolt herself says, she's adverturers and some not-very"just an All-American queer.".
subtle symbolism which. is at odcls
It's rl)ther nicely illustrated just with the more more natural tone of
how typical the heroine is, in spite most of the book.
of some of the more unusual
The children can on occasion
aspects of her life as we see her sound singularly affected as when
grow up and leave home. Molly's
sexual preference has a profound
but not overwhelming influence on
her life. In high school she goes out
on drunks with the giris and da.tes
the head cheerleader.
Rubyfruit Jungle is a cheerful, (co.nt, from po.ge 7)
funny book that could make a good upon his faith in God and Judaism
movie. There is particularly funny to create joy and music.
kissing scene showing three ll year
John Donald Robb was as lied by
olds practicing. Also comical is Mr. Levinson to· write a 10-minute
another situation at a Paul piece fo viola and piano. ForNewm;m movie where Molly tun&tely, it ran a little less.
Listening to his works are not
unlike being swindled out of
precious time. I would rather hear
the pounding o.f stones lhan listen
to musical deterioration on such a
sleazy level. The pettiness of his
Concerti no was ·almost beyond
belief.

"Rubyfruit Jungle"/ Rita Mae
Brown/ Bantam Books/ $1,95

"Up."
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"Dog or dephant?"
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"Right so far, Bobby.

"Dog."
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the author has sixth graders say
things like" l can't like anybodyit'I
don't like myself." and ''Why have .
you got to label everything?".
There is also a fair amount of
gratuitous profanity.
This is a firstnovel by .Rita Mae
Brown which· was originally
published four ·years ago by a
feminist press, Daughters, Inc, It is
(obviously) semi-autobiographical ..

"Wrong, Bobby. You can't say both."

"At Pizza lnn, you can. Yot/ can get all
toppings on either the
· original thin cr11st m· the oldfashioned
thick crust. They're both deliciot!S."
"I guess you got me there, Bobby."
"Yer, Miss Fernwood."
JOIIr favorite pizza

''Maybe I'm not cut out
to be a teacher."

"Co11ld be, Miss Fernwood."

I

I
I

I

get

one p_izza
next_ smaller size free

With this coupon buy any giant, large or medium
size thin crust pizza or any large size thick crust
pizza ar the regular menu price and.receive·one _
pizza of the next smaller size with equal number
of ingredients and the same type crust free.
Valid thru October 19, 1977
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Valuable Coupon- Present Wirh Guest Check
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Fellow Beer Persons, life is full of problems.
Fortunately, as your Dean of Beer, I am full of
answers. For example, many problems can be
avoided with good reading skills. Such as
"Danger. Wild Boar Ahead:'
Many others can be avoided through good
writing skills. Such as "Dear Mom, Send Cash:'
However, some problems requite more.
Some problems require special attention.
Such as "Good evening, Officer. What can
I do for you?"
That is why, in addition to the fine arts
of reading and writing, I recommend you
master the fine art of punting. Preferably
with either foot. That is also why I am
offering $5.00 off the suggested retail
price of an official, intercollegiate,
quality w~ football, with the
Schlitz emblem. So you can
practice. (Besides, no one would
be interested if I offered $5.00
off on lip balm.) Class
dismissed.

The program came to its conclusion with Johannes Brahms'
(1833-1897) Sonata in Eb Major;
Op. 12.0, No.2'. Alii can say about
it is that I found the piece slightly
less exciting than a rainy Sunday
evening in Belen. The music ·was
"there," but both Mr. ·Robert and
Mr. Levinson prevailed upon
promises which were never
fulfilled. The entire program, in my
opinion, was simply boring. It
depressed me for quite a while
afterwards.
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THE ·DEAN OF BEER_
SUGGESTS ALL STUDENTS IMPROVE THEIR
READING. WRITING. AND PUNTING.

Performance. Depressing

"Both."

'"

~

er than bikes
Cheaper than cars
Now at the SUB
' Puch.stars

~
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L•• Plzza l.nri®~G~aJ
uWe've got a feeling .
you're gonnl:J.like us::
1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
296-0588

LEAD& CORNElL SE
268·4JJ7
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On this monumental day
we got some celebrities
together to say

Happy Birthday
to Jay.

Odyssey

Love John, Pau~ George,
Ringo, Hillary, Greg, Darren
Kathy, Gail, and Bob D.

A musical O.dyssey
"Odyssey"/Odyssey/RCA APU-2204
BY JANE QUESNEL

We'rewindi
the Clock.
Biggest
Sale

Predominently a· reggae-styled album, Odyssey is a fast-paced group
with well-produced songs, many of which are excellent.
Odyssey (Lillian Lopez, Louise Lopez and Tony Reynolds) is a smooth
blend of voices with a tremendous amount of original material in its hands
by Sandy Lirrzer, Denny Rahdell and Raph Kotkov. The opening cut
''Native New Yorker" starts the album off in a hurry, with several good
numbers including the yearning "Weekend Lover" and the rollicking
"The Woman Behind the Man."
"Easy Come, Easy Go" is the best cut, taking up a third of the second
side. The last two numbers, "Golden Hands" and "'Thank You God For
One More Day," dose th.::.,album with a swinging gospel sound.
City and ghetto themes abounding, as well as love themes Odyssey's
album is the first I've seen· in some time without a single lemon.

AND SAVE UP TO $5.00

THE SUGGESTED RETAIL.PRICE
OFFICIAL Wl&oli FOOTBALL.
NOW ONLY $14.95

.order with check or money order payable to:
Schlitz "Dean of Beer"
Post Office Box 9448
St. Paul, Minne5ota 55194

Gentlemen, please send:

Date _ _ ___,_~-

=-:::- Schlitz lntercollegiate·Quality Football(s) @_$14. 95each.

Quantity

As A Part Df The

.

Schlitz "Dean of Beer" Athletic Jersey{s) In sae(s)medium, large, extra·larg~) at $4.50 each.

;;:Qu::::an:;;:lit::-y (small,

HDMECDMINCi •77

$ _ _ Total enclosed-includes shipping and handling.

Ship to:

Celebration.
The RSUNM Papular Entertainment
C::ammittee Presents

Name (printl---~------------

'.

Address;·_-----------------

I • City

MISTICD

1
· '© 1977 Jos. SthUtz B'rewin!i Co., MilwaUkee, Wis. 53201

Dn The UNM Sherman Smith Mall

I

State

Zip•---

Offer void where prohibited by law.
_
Allow 4 weeks for shipment. Offer expires March 1, 19.78.
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Tucker Invitational
Now·· Underway

~IJJCD!ll~ ~I:DUU'CD!ll
IJJ~Ill OO~I:DillOI:D

For UNM Lobos

~

"I felt like running home,"
JNM' s long distance star Harrison
Koroso said after his first few days
in the United States.
· But fortunately Koroso soon

~hanged

his mind.
Koroso is this week's Daily
LOBO player of the. Week for his
course record perfomrmance
against Colorado last week.
Koroso arrived in Albuquerque
last winter. "It was snowing and
being from the equator, I hated the
~

cold," Koroso said.
from Kenya said, "I love to talk
Korso finally got over his and the poeple here are very
problems, such as nosebleeds, and sociable. I have not encountered
began to adjust.
anyone who I've had problems
"The people bert< have been very .with."
good to me" Koroso said. They are
Track coach Bill Silverberg, who
willing to help me."
won the recruiting battle for
The second semester freshman Koroso between UNM, Texas-El ·
Paso and Washington, said, "He's
a hard worker and a great asset to
the team/'
Koroso broke the school steeple
chase record his first time out.
"In the steeplechase you need
strength," he said. Some of the
guys on the track team told me it is
an event for horses not human
beings."
Koroso said of the steeplechase
event, "I think I have a future in
it.,,
This year he is competing in cross
country for the first time and he
said, "I love it. It is very much like
my workout drills. I don't have to

,·

strain very hard i( I don't feel like it
or I can give it everything 1 have."
"I told coach that cross country
is my real event," Koroso said.
He said, "My aim is to eventually .
represent my country in the
Olympics."
Koroso said of his native
country, Kenya "Most people don't
like to run. Here you see a lot of
people jogging around."
Back home it is green all year
round. I must admit, I miss it," he
·
said.
At the time he set the new school
steeplechase record, he also set the
best time in the nation.
· Koroso managed a first place in
the Kansas Relays, second in the
Texas Relays and third in the
Western Athletic Conference last
year in the steeplechase.
"Competition is very tough, but
I am also tough," 'Koroso said.
"I never like to tail, I Ifke to
lead," he said.

Photo by P.M. Kushner

Woman golfer Barbara Berry prepares for to days first
day of action at the Tucker Invite. ·

Footballers Win

The UNM South Golf Course,
which projects its par of 72 with its
7200 plus yard length, unusually
large greens and sandy roughs
covered with "New Mexico
heather, >i' is hosting its tenth
Tucker (Invitiational) today.
In its first 12-years of existence,
· the invitational was played over the
famed UNM north course which
was one of the first-if not the
pioneer-in breaking the 7000 yard
barrier in America .
'
Like the. north course, which is
.slowily ,giving wa'y to campus expansion, the new south course is
rated one of the I00 greatest golf
courses in the United States by Golf
·
Digest magazine.
''The Tucker Intercollegiate
Tournament has grown to be one of
the top three college tournaments
and is one of the most pretigiolis,"

former tt?urnament director
Dick McGuire.
This year will be the first year an
international collegiate team Nihon
University ·.of JI'!Pan, will compete
in the Tucker. Last year the team
that traveled the furthest to
compete was the University of
Hawaii.
"For the first time we'll have a
combined score of the men's and
women's teams, said women's
coach Henry Sandles.
Seventeen women's teams will
compete in this year's tournament
and including teams from Florida,
Texas, Stanford, Arizona, Arizona
state, Oklahoma, and San Jose
State.
The Tucker will begin (today)
and continue till Saturday. Men
linkers for the Lobos teeing off will
be Mitch Mooney, Mark Pelletier,
Curt Byrum, and Jeff McMillen.
Women linkers for the Lobos
hitting the course will be Barbara
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Berry, Sherri Chandler, Nancy .:;:
Romero, Kim Eaton, Cindy I"'
0
a'
Kelliher, and Patti Curtiss.
The public is invited to attend S'
this exciting golfing event at 0
0
UNM's South Golf Course Oct. 12- "
cr
15.
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SAE Wins IM Football

Behind the strong arm of SAE
quarteback Dave Ellison and the
fine running of Vince Polaco, the
SAE fraternity won the team title in
the Intramural flag-football finals
over A TO by a score of 6-0.
In the final game, scoreless tie
was broken midway through the
second half when Elision hit wide
receiver Kenny Solomon on a long
fly pattern to put the ball on the
ATO 3-yard line.
Palaeo was the hero of the game
as he got the game's only score on a
three-yard run.
The two teams advanced to the
finals by downing their opponents
in semifinal action.
The La)V School fell prey to SAE
by a score of 12-0. Starring for the
losers were quarterback Steve
Roche and end Houston Ross.

a

LOBO photQ by P.M. Kushner
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By DOROTHY FEINBERG
LOBO Sports Writer

KorosoRunningTrack;Not Home
By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer

.,"0

In ihe other semi-final game, the
FYB and the Pi Phi Pistols tiod Stutheit und Tnm Barela captured
Navy ROTC suffered two key for second ·place in the league the women's and mens' titles.
injuries in its semi-final loss to standings. The Footballe~s used a . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . ,
ATO.
fierce defense and superb passing to
Doug Bloomquist, a fine roll to a 6-0 undefeated season.
lenemati, and quarterback Jim
In other IM finals, Glen
Weaver suffered leg injuries and Granzow and Bonnie Brandt won
p h5
t 150
-last weekend's Intramural table
uc ge
m.p.g.
were lost for the game.
.
~~~~~~~t2he~S~UB!_
__~
ATO, behind a trio of wide tennis tournament in the men's and t.
receivers, Steve Rozzell, Mike women's division.
Langlois, and Brad Caress, downed
In the men's fraternity division,
the NROTC 19-6.
Lin Po Fong of the Sigma Chis beat
A total of 17 teams began the Mike Langlois of the ATO's. .
season with SAE taking all the
Brandt captured the women's
" --· •
marbles.
division by downing" fellow· Tri•
In the women's powderpuff Delta opponent Holly Spellman.
football finals, the Footballers,
In the badminton finals, Lynn
behind Meg and Beth Bron and
Cindy Fisher, had an easy time
destroying opponents in winning its
second consecutive powedrpuff
crown.

Like tO fu.el
around?
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PERSONAL SE~VICE

Jer.:elers@,
2411 SAN PEDRO NE
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We know they are thereadvanced beyond our imagination.

'

Daily LOBO Player of the Week
Harrison Koroso

Athletic IDs-Needed

All UNM students wanting to
Saturday
night's
at.tend
homecoming game wi~li Wichita

•

State must have their atiiletic ID to
gain entry.
Apparently, many students
showed up at the gate Saturday
night for the Arizona State game
Motobecane
without athletic IDs.
The majority of the non"ID
Madness is
students were freshmen. It appears
Here at the SUB
that the freshman orientation
packets said nothing about getting
athletic IDs.
Athletic IDs can be acquired at
. UNM Photo Sevices, . 1820 Las
Lomas, for a $3 Iate fee charge.
The IDs will be needed for the
~r·~·-'·-~'-·--·'-· ..1 remainder of the home football
games (lnd all home basketball
games •

....
Wednesday

Independent Film
Night II
"with films by:
Hollis Frampton
Ernie Gehr
Wheeler Dixon

Masie Menken
Kurt Kren
John Schofill

Thursday

Je T'aime, Je T'aime
:00 and 9:15, The Union Theatre

'

...

LOBO photO by P.M. Kuslmer'

The SAE fraternitypowered its way to a 6-0 win over
A TO in the Intramural flag-football finals

WHO'S WHO
Among Students In American
Universities And Colleges
Applit!atinru are now nvnilahlc and may he picked up at lire Student Activities Ccnlcr1 bt floor, New
Mexit'tl Union· Bu~lding. Arl}'one currcnUy enrolled at ONM wllil' is a junior, senior or gr~dunlc ~tutlcnt
in-good standillg {2,0 tlr higher) Wilh Iris/her c"llc~c i~digihlc to apply. Croups Jl(ay ~ubm1t tl1e names of
individual,~ they feel arc pilrticularly descrv{lig ~~~well ns individuols submitti11g tl•cir o~1111pplication!,

Why have they come?
"STARSHIP JN~ASIONS"
ROBERT VAUGHN
CHRISTOPHER LEE
Mustc by Gil MEllE • Executwe Producers EARL A GliCK ll NORMAN GliCK
Produced by NORMAN GLICK. ED HUNT &KEN GOAD • \'.i'itten &Otrected by EO HUNT
AHAL ROACH Siudtos Presentation
,,_.,.,,.,.,., 1!0\
01971WimMBI(I,,It!~

"W•mcrC<!mmunh!llloii~Com~•"" .....

STARTS FRIDAY!

Return Your Application To The
Student Activities Center, lst Floor,
New Mexico Union Building

EAST DALE • CORONADO
MONTGOMERY PLAZA

Deadline: Friday, October 14,1977 at 5 p.m.

(Pass List Suspended • Check Theatres for Show Times)
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Ro.tes: 15c pet word per do.y, 11 minimum,
5 or more consecutive do.ys,
9c per word per do.y
(no refunds If co.nceled before 5 Insertions).
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Classifieds

Terma: caah In advance,
Deodll"e' 12 noo" for next day'a paper
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WE KNOW YOUR· BIRTHDAY is coming up soon.
So don't fake it. D,M, 10/14
REWARD for identifying vehicle that hooked
bumpers with gold Datsun last Tuesday mowing on.
Grand near Ash. Ask for Dan at247·3658. 10/12
OUR APARTMENT BURGLARIZED. Lost portable Phiico color television; channel 5 does not
work. I D numbers on. Thief may attempt to sell.
Reward $50,00 • .Del, 262-0730. 10/12
RAMON, HAPPY Bl THDA Y, wishingyou the best.
Analisa. 10~12
·
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Oct 12th to Clarice
Merrill. 10/12
HELP I I'm a wheelchair pedestrian trapped on cam·
pus- no way to get across Central! 10/12

1. PERSONALS

0 Will the person who phoned D,L. Gome~ ()0 Wed.
morning, 10/5, please call again; 242-0370, I am
0
u
destitute without I, D. 10/18
'i<
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracepQ)
tion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose, 2940171, 12/3
::::
Q)
GREEDY? Make It to NED'S on Wednesdays for
their Special Drink Night!. 10/12
('I
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978.1nformation, 22!1 Ortega Hall.
277-2636 10/28
~
~
0.. CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
WRITER,-26, at end of tragic love affair, seeks
female companion, Likes backpacking, physics,
running, jazz,~Mexico, tennis, and marathon con·
versations. Please write P.O. Box 4411, Albuquerque, 87106. 10/12
WANTED: single woman, 21-30, interested in sailing
adventure, Bahamas etc, Send resume, photo,
questions tP Fr~e Spirit, Star Route, Box 135,
Placitas, N.Mex. 87043 10/14
20% DISCOUNT to UNM students, faculty and staff
at Foothills Child Development Center, KinderSilrtcn, pre·kindergarten, pre·school and day care
available. Excellent facilities . .12215 Towner NE,
294-3703 10/14
'
LIBERTARIAN STUDENT'S PARTY, offil:ials'
elections, Thurs. Oct. 13th, 7-9 p.m., SUB 231-A
Tor charter, 10/13
SPEND NEXT SUMMER In Portugall An informa·
tion meeting on UNM's 1978 Summer Session in
' Lisbon will be held on Wednesday, October 12, at 3
p.m. at the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas
NE. 10/12
WHERE CAN YOU find a natural cigarette? Mint
Bidls are at Pipe & Tobacco Road- ingredients:
spcarminl, gigantic swallow worl, thornapple, holy
basil, majoram, sour orange, pappaya. (107
Cornell SE). I0/17
.
TO ANN, SUSIE, DUFF, PAUL, RACHEL, LUCY,
MARTHA, JERI, DUCKY from Romania with
love, Geoffrey. 101,12
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LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907, fs
LOST KEYS;· leather "L.S.U." keychain •. Reward.
299-6941. 10/12
LOST: leather wallet, holds California Drivers
License. Please call 242·0370 or bdng to Marron
Hall, Rm. 105, 10/14
LOST: laundry basket w/clothes, Please leave at Art
Office or call Christina. 898-7022. 10/12
LOST: brown purse at corner of Vassar & Lead, late
Saturday night. Desperately needed! No questions
asked, Contact Rachel at 242-3871 or 2775656. 10/14
LOST: turquoise & gold ring, women's bathroom,
PL& L hail. 247-4903, Frances. 10/IB
LOST: brown leather purse. Please call 8425017. 10/12

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & table.~. 345-2125, 12/2
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now.
Call PENM 842·~200. tfn

TO DAY'S CROSSWORD ·PUZZLE
ACROSS

,.

2.

48 ------Green,
~cotland
5 Meriweather SO Krss

1 Mr. Dillon

-----:

52 Small one
Explorer
54 Commotion
10 Thief's gal
551mperil
lriend
59 Jules
Bastien
14 4,840 sq.
------:Fr.
1 5 ~~sying
artist
63 Leo
figure
64 Loosely
16 Melody
1 7 Stevedore:
connected
66 Sulphuric
2 words
19 Microorganism ---67 LiftiQQ
20 Brown
pigments
device •
68 Charles II s
2 1 NASA
vehicle: 2
Gwyn
words
69 N.L. team
23 Vestige
. 70 Has a
25 Kind of bed
. preferenc:e
71 Pate de fo1e
26 Ocean
horizons: 2
words
30 Maxims:
DOWN
Var.
34 Where
1 Church
Tripoli is
service
35 Written
2 Have a dull
promise to
pain
pay
3 Make a·
37 Grass
false step
genus
4 In a
38 Crete
lukewarm
mountain
manner
39 Kind of paint 5 Make less
job
taut
42 Per year:
6 Baseball
Abbr.
·
stat.
143 Brings in a
7 Compressed
profit
rolls
45 Polynesian
8 Foolish
chestnut
9 Scarecrows:
46 Garden
2 words
dormouse
10 Shade of
purple
11 U.S.S.R. ciiy.

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Puzzle Solved:

s

c

T 0 M A
A R 10 L

I& A M .I
A v 10 N

Is c
IE l

to p
A

U R A RIE ~~
Is A I N
TALERS
RIF!IATIVIE
OTIS
TIAIFIRIAII
P R E V E N T S
N E T
RAVED
RAVEL
BAT
ACER
COPED
SODA
BUN
RAMPARTS
ACROBAT
LOOM
ICHARADIES
TiiPPLE
RrA I 0
I R lA
ri IEIR D Y
A N T E
E 0 [ L E
E R S E
5 T E R
N E IE 0
IR IE IG A IS

12 Italian coin
13 Young
animal
18 Cowboy's
accessory
22 Labor
union: ~
Abbr.
24 Italian city
26 Qavid's
weapon
27 German
river
28 Reduce in·
degree
29 -----voce:
Very softly
31 Headdress
32 "To be,----to be"
33 "Votre

-----!":

Your
health!"
36 Heat and
brown
bread

' 6.

7.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. t's

mQlro(Hallrm. 105;

WANTEO PART TIME help as Security Gua~ds.
Hours nexibie, Call S,I,A., 242-5261. I l/14
PIZZA HUT, 8220 Lomas, needs pari time cook to
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus, 296-8564, fs
work nig~ts & weekends. Apply iri per~on
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Orlega 233. 277-"
only, 10/14
·
5907. fs
TIME,
6-10
p.m.,
six
women
to do phone
PART
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia meJhod.
work. Earn $3,00 to $3.50 per hr. i.n salary &
Beginners welcome. 266-9291. I0/ I Z
bonuses. Conlact Frank Panzer at Howard John.
HELP WITH PAPERS -Typing, editing, revision, ·
son Motor Lodge, ~43·5693. 10/14
research. 281'-3001, I0/13
PART TIME, evenings & weekends, 10·151Jours per
'EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,.
week, Neat, personable. Rug Crafters- Coronado
reports, proposals, scripts, Frauenglass Associates,
Center. 10/14
344-a344. 11/18
PART TIME CASHIER, weekends. Apply in person,
TYPING: spelling errors corrected, IBM Selectric.
Frontier Restaurant, 2400 Central SE, 10/13
266-3116. 10/12
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORS NEEDED. 8
NATIVE FRENCH will tutor lessons & conversahrs/week al $3,00/hr. Contact Albuquerque Parks
tions. 277-5574, 10/18
& Recreation Dept., Tom Nilson, 766-7427 or 7664687. 10125

4·.
LARGE FURNISHED ROOM, private bath,
separate entry, use of kitchen, washer-dryer, I
block frorn UNM, $90.00. 265·2403. 10117
FEMALE - 29, wants roommate until Jan. I, i
bdrm. house. Call268·6576. 10/17
CAMPUS SPECIAL. I bdrm., mostly furnished,
yard, Only $119.00. 262-(751, Valley Rentals.
$JO.oo fee. I0/12
4 Hl,OCKS TO UNM. Neatly furnished I bdrm.,
$90.00, 262-1751, Valley Renlals. $30,'00
fcc. 10/12

ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS: Full Medical
School scholarships available - luition, fees, plus
$400 per month. Write Navy Medical Programs
Ofncer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, N.M.
87108, or eall766·2335, 10112
·

40 Alaska town
41 Avoided by
cunning
44 Rope elements
47 Running
away to marry
49 Sister
51 Olive and
orange
53 fndian
dwelling
55 Shemites'
land
·
56 French
seaport
57 "-- -- now!"
58 Actress
Maria·--60 Hole-in-one
maker
61 Festive
62 Building
wings
65 1/1 DO of a
yen

CAR POOL TO SC!-1001..1 I.T.C. 12-6, 265·
9860. 10/18
CHRISTMAS .FLIGHTS? Thh1k now, fly later!
l~cservatioos at Intercontinental Trave~Centre, 126; 265-9860. 10/18
DENVER-FRANKFURT Christmas Charter,
$445.00 round trip. Reservations lnlercontinentai
Travel Centrc,l2·6. 265-9li60 .. 10/18

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips. $89,95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3}
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattre~s wiih 3-y~ar
guarantee; $89,95. 3407 Central NE, 2552289. 11/1
HANDSTITCH CO-OP, quality handmade clothing.
2000 Central SE. New members always
welcome. I0/14
WHAT IS. A COLLEGE INN? Good food, Carpeted, air c<:>nditioning, apanment style living. 303
Ash NE, 243-2881. 10/12
ART CONSIGNMENTS needed for Southwest gift
shop, Call243-5115. 10/17

9:

FELINES

FREE- 3 male kittens, 243·4102.

10/13

BOOTS

5. FOR SALE
PIPES, RARE OLD BRIAR straight grains; Italian&
British !land workmanship, i.e. the most beautiful
, smoke. Savinelli Aulograph, Punlo Oro, & Deluxe.
GBD and IRC. Call266-3679 eves. I0/13
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/15
1915 FORD' GRANADA. Red, blk. interior,
$2, 700.00. Gold sofa, $65,00, Chairs, $35.00.
Stereo, $150.00, Bookcnse etc. Tina, 255·4815
eve!)ings. 10/12
G. E. COLOR TV,<~II transistor, cxcellenl, $160.00. B
·
& W Tv, $30.00.268-9153. 10/12
RESTORABLE AUSTIN HEALY 3000 1962. Call
.Taos 1.758-3421 or243-5321. $500.00. 10/12
27" TAKARA bicycle, SIOO.OO, good shape. Factory
picked Lang GS's skis, $75.00. Boots, $25.00. 243·
5321. 10/12
1959403 PEUGEOT,266-4547. 10/14
STONEWARE CLAY, glazes, chemicals; spray
booth, compressor, spray gun. 898·8927. 10/14
1973 HONDA 500 4 cyl, Excellenl condition, extras.
296-8749. 10/17
QUEEN SEALY box spring & mattrm. Good
condition. Call after 5 p.m. 268-3477. 10/17
1969 VW BUG, AM/FM cassette, Great shape, sharp
looking little car. ·oood gas saver. 8692951. 10/17
ROCKWELL 44RD scientific caleulalor. Many rune·
lions with memory, $18.00. Ar~hilcct's lamp,
$20.00. 821-8136. 10117
TYPEWRITER, office sire manual, $80.00. Call
Dave: 266'2711. If no answer: 765-5671. 10/17
60" drafting table, $25.00; antique bureau, SJ60.00;
MAMIYA CJ 2!h camera, $50.00, 7655726. 10/IR

TRAVEL

Ladie's & Men's

20o/o
-O.ff

men's
sh0 p

;:~ •

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!il'
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come to Ned's.
Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to be there, South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People ha.ve known about Ned's for· years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has art Inside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's, And Friday afternoon, too,
.
Ned's is a good time, All thll time. There's something for everyone. Something for
·
you, There's no place like Ned's!

